
 
 

RAKL INSTALLATION PROCEDURE FOR iVOG 
 
Mounting the rack kit on the iVOG is trickier than the other products, so I have 
separate instructions. Here they are: 
 
 
1. Remove the front panel socket head 4-40 screws with a 3/32” Allen key. 
 
2  Remove the knobs using a 1.5mm Allen key to loosen the set screw. 
 
3. Remove the front decorative panel. 
 
4.  Remove the nuts on the potentiometers with a 12mm nut driver. 
 
5.  Remove the nut on the phone jack with a 1/2” nut driver.  
 
6. Remove the bare aluminum sub-panel. 
 
7. Remove the plastic frame and save for if you want the unit standalone at 

a later date. 
 
8. The rack kit RAKL extrusion replaces the plastic frame piece. So bring 

both the decorative and bare aluminum sub panel to the front of the rack 
kit RAKL extrusion. Be careful not to lose (on the inside) the metal 
washers on the potentiometer and the fiber washer on the jack. 

 
9.  Line the holes up where the socket head 4-40 screws go, and with just the 

utility panel installed on the front of the rack, temporarily screw them in. 
This is optional but makes it easier to install nuts on jack and 
potentiometers and keep everything lined up. 

 
10. With just the utility panel on, put the nut back on the jack and the nuts 

on the pots. 
 
11.    With the rack on and the iVog placed so it won’t get budged, carefully 

remove the socket head 4-40 screws and then put the decorative panel on 
and screw the socket heads 4-40 back in. Preferably use the longer socket 
heads 4-40 that came with the rack kit, but they are not essential.  
 

 
12. Replace knobs and tighten set screws. You’re done! 

 
The little square pieces of metal included (pic below) are for the edges of 
your rack, so the rack screws sit flush with the RAKL. 

 Blank panels (not included) are available as part # BLP. 
 

 


